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About This Game

Wetwork is a stealth action game.

The protagonist is an assassin and their objective is to eliminate their target as silently and cleanly as possible. They have many
tools at their disposal - CQC, pistols, smgs, assault rifles, sniper rifles, explosives and the like. It's also possible to take enemy's

clothing to impersonate them and infiltrate restricted areas.

The game is open ended and and its missions can be completed in many different ways.
Intelligence agencies don't usually arbitrarily restrict the available weapons so all of them are available to the player.

There are no "best weapons" that can be unlocked.

Currently available weapons:

Poison and sedative syringes

Combat knife

5 handguns

3 SMGs
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6 Rifles

2 Shotguns

Minigun

4 Sniper rifles

8 types of explosives

The weapon list is quite big, but both missions can be completed without taking any weapons with you. (And this is the only way
to get the best rating)

Currently available missions:

Training Level - Kārlis Ulmanis Memorial Park.
A small urban area with a park at its centre. Introduces the player to various weapons and gameplay mechanics. Can be beaten in

about 2 minutes. This is also available in the free demo.

Mission 1 - Ventspils.
A bit bigger rural area near the Baltic Sea. The main objective is to infiltrate a corrupt politician's mansion and take him out. No

hand holding this time.

The game is set in 2030s and takes place in Latvia.
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Title: Wetwork
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Jānis Circenis
Publisher:
Jānis Circenis
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia Geforce 600 series or newer, AMD Radeon 77xx series or newer

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English
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it looks like a beautiful mobile game but without a f****** shop like actually so i love this point ! And i love that the goal is not
to kill but to run with a really nice and cool music. The decor is amazing.

A good moment to relax and take a deep breath ^^!. 5000 Hunters. I was going to give this game a positive review and
recommend it, until I realised that the 'free' part is just a short prologue, and the rest of the game charges you per chapter.

There's just not enough content available for me to recommend buying any of the added chapters, since part one is so short. I
have no idea how big the rest of the chapters are, and I don't want to pay £4.00 per chapter if each chapter only takes an hour at
the most.

Technically the gameplay is pleasant and easy to understand, and the artwork is visually appealing, but that price tag is just not
worth it. If you can get the game as a sale, then go for it, otherwise steer clear.. Absolutely adore these games. i love little puzzle
and strategy games like this. It relaxes me and i find it peacful to just listen to music or even some youtube vids as background
noise while playing this game.. An *incredible* loving homage to 80's arcade games, like Ghosts'n'Goblins, Castlevania, etc
Complete with FM synth sound, 16-bit pixelish graphics and scanlines, but fortunately *without* the stroke-inducing difficulty.
No, the difficult is, at most, merely *tumor* inducing.

Thankfully, I live in a country with socialized medicine, and can therefore afford to request a sequel.. I love this game! The
overall graphic style with the impressive soundtrack is addictive. Id recommend getting this just for the soundtrack, the game is
a bonus. You can buy the OST - but I have decided not to because apparently they haveny made it as separate tracks., which is a
shame.

If you run 2K monitor - say at 2560 x 1080 then the game doesnt support that video mode.
Still - recommended!
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This helps a lot with the NG+ runs and ending hunting, but I would recommend against it for your first playthrough *_*. 2D
platformer where you have 10 seconds to beat each stage.

By using a melee attack, three throwing daggers (per stage) and double jumping you have to clear out all enemies on the map
before the timer reaches 0.

If you enjoy playing the same stage over and over again just to shave off that 0.01 second needed in order to get that 3-star
rating, then this game is for you. If you don't enjoy that sort of gameplay then you're probably better off playing something else.

Beating the stages within 10 seconds is usually not that hard once you figure out how, but getting the better ratings, now that's
where the challenge (and fun) is at. Many of the stages feel more like a puzzle than a 2D platformer, since once you figure out
the best route pulling it off is not really that hard. This means you have to use your brain as well as your fingers, which is great.

The game contains 100 stages, including the 40 stages from the first game (so no need to buy that one if you haven't already),
and depending on your skill it shouldn't take you more than 10 hours to get the best rating on all stages and modes.

In my opinion 10 Second Ninja X is well worth the price, but it does go on sale fairly often so you might want to wait for that.. i
want my money back it dont work. Seems like a great game if I could play it more than 5 minutes without it crashing. Faulting
application name: RiseOfVenice.exe, version: 1.1.1.4766, time stamp: 0x52a6d20d
Faulting module name: RiseOfVenice.exe, version: 1.1.1.4766, time stamp: 0x52a6d20d
Exception code: 0xc0000005
Fault offset: 0x0071c6b0
Faulting process id: 0x132c
Faulting application start time: 0x01cf054a6dfc38ba
Faulting application path: D:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\Rise of Venice\RiseOfVenice.exe
Faulting module path: D:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\Rise of Venice\RiseOfVenice.exe
Report Id: 2bce4b16-713e-11e3-be89-00224d9eafec
Faulting package full name:
Faulting package-relative application ID:. The servers in this game are very laggy but game graphics are nice
i not lagging my internet connection 1 GB/s
i not recomended this game for PC's with simple Nvidia or AMD Video cards
Don't use two video cards with two video card's you have bad video quality on this game you can disable one graphics card when
you disconnecting SLI Connection cable from one video card
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